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Basic Information 
Last Closed Price S$1.38 
12M Target Price S$1.85 
+/- Potential +34.1% 
Bloomberg Ticker CRCT SP 
GICS Sector Financials 
GICS Sub-Industry Real Estate 

 

1Y Price v Relative Index 

 
Company Description 
CapitaLand Retail China Trust (CRCT) is a       
Singapore-listed REIT that operates a diversified      
portfolio of 11 retail shopping malls across 8        
cities in China. Major tenants include both large        
domestic and foreign retailers. 
 

Key Financials 
Market Cap  1.35B 
Basic Shares O/S 980.5M 
Free Float 79.1% 
52-Wk High-Low A$1.34 - A$1.69 
Fiscal Year End 31-Dec-2018 

 

(S$ M) FY16A FY17A FY18E FY19E 
Revenue 214.4 229.2 228.9 238.6 
Gr Rate (%) -2.7 6.9 0.0 4.2 
EBITDA 128.1 136.4 154.9 162.2 
Margin (%) 59.7 59.5 67.7 68.0 
Net Income 106.6 144.7 92.3 97.6 
Margin (%) 49.7 63.1 40.3 40.9 
ROA 4.0 5.3 3.2 3.3 
ROE 7.3 9.7 9.8 10.2 
EV/EBITDA 16.0 15.7 15.8 15.1 
P/E Ratio 11.0 10.0 14.6 13.9 
D/E Ratio 58.0 35.8 63.9 63.9 

 

Key Executives 
Soh Kim Soon Chairman 
Lim Ming Yan Deputy Chairman 
Tan Tze Wooi Chief Executive Officer 

 

 
We are initiating coverage of CapitaLand Retail China Trust with a BUY            
rating and a $1.85 12M price target.  
 

2Q18 Earnings Highlights 
● Distributable income of S$25.7 million for the period 01 April to           

30 June 2018 (2Q18), an increase of 10.0% from S$23.3 million a            
year ago. Stronger performance was boosted by the first         
full-quarter contribution of Rock Square.  

● Distribution per unit (DPU) was 2.64 cents on an enlarged unit           
base, representing an increase of 0.8% from 2.62 cents in 2Q           
2017. 

● Rental reversions at core multi-tenanted malls averaged a healthy         
10.5%. Portfolio occupancy as at 30 June 2018 resilient at 97.4%. 

● As of 2Q18, CRCT’s gearing was 32.1%, well below the regulatory           
limit of 45%. 

 
Investment Thesis 
● CRCT has built a portfolio of malls strategically positioned in          

China’s most-promising domestic markets to capitalize on strong        
growth in income and spending. Continued high rural-urban        
migration rates to have positive impact on retail spending. 

● Robust portfolio management strategy that combines targeted       
acquisitions with divestments of non-performing malls. Strategy       
supported by fortress balance sheet with healthy debt levels and          
strong cash flows that highlights potential for future growth 

● Continued commitment to asset enhancement initiatives that       
increase the attractiveness of retail properties to existing and         
potential tenants. High demand for quality retail space continues         
to drive positive rental reversion trends. 

 
Catalysts 
● Sustained uptick in retail demand and expenditure likely to         

further boost demand for retail space across China, driving higher          
growth in occupancy rates and rental revenue in CRCT’s malls.  

● Signs of potential resolution to U.S.-China Trade War as Trump          
and Xi meet. An agreement is likely to cause a surge in consumer             
confidence and optimism, bolstering retail spending. 

● Strong 4Q18 performance may boost investor confidence of        
CRCT’s ability to rise above largely negative macro trends. 

 
Valuations 
Our 12M price target from date of coverage is $1.85. Valuation was            
derived through DDM model, with a focus on projection of          
“Distributable amount to Unitholders” using a payout ratio of 99.9% to           
derive expected dividends per share. Beta was calculated by linear          
regression of CRCT’s share price against the Shanghai Composite. This          
index which was used as CRCT obtains all of its revenue from China             
and is thus a better benchmark for market risk exposure. Relative           
valuation was also conducted using +1FY P/E, P/S, P/DIV, P/EBITDA  

 
Investment Risks  
● Trade war dampening economic growth and consumer spending  
● Depreciation of RMB will negatively affect CRCT’s earnings  
● Threat of online shopping as CRCT relies predominantly on the          

willingness of chinese consumers to visit their malls.  
● Rising interest rates will increase interest expense for CRCT and          

make refinancing existing debt more costly in the future.  
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Figure 1. Revenue by Mall, FY17 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Annual Report 
 
Figure 2. Committed Mall Occupancy Rates in 
FY17 and FY16  

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Annual Report 
 
Figure 3. Total Rental Income contribution by 
Trade Sector 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Annual Report 
 
Figure 3. CRCT’s Top 5 Tenants 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Annual Report 
 
Figure 3. 2Q18 & 1H18 Performance 

 

Company Overview 

CapitaLand Retail China Trust (CRCT) is a Singapore-listed REIT that          
operates a diversified portfolio of 11 retail shopping malls across 8           
cities in China. CRCT is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of parent           
company CapitaLand Limited.  
 
CRCT malls mainly target the populations of people living and working           
in the local vicinity of the malls, but are also strategically positioned in             
close proximity to major transportation networks to take advantage of          
human traffic flow in and out of these cities. CRCT malls operate in 3              
forms: Multi-Tenanted Malls leased out by CRCT to individual tenants;          
Malls under Stabilization that are experiencing ongoing tenant mix         
adjustments; and Master-Lease Malls, in which CRCT leases the entire          
mall to a single master-tenant that is then able to sublease the mall to              
other tenants.  
 
CRCT’s diversified portfolio extends beyond geographic      
diversification. Major tenants include both large domestic and foreign         
retailers such as Beijing Hualian Group, Carrefour, and WalMart, as          
well as global brands such as adidas, UNIQLO, xiaomi, and Zara.           
Furthermore, CRCT has actively managed its portfolio through        
divestment of underperforming malls and acquisitions of new        
properties to bolster its overall portfolio strength. The REIT continues          
to perform in the Chinese market, capitalizing on tailwinds and          
overcoming headwinds in an emergent China. 
 
2Q18 Earnings Review 
● Distributable income of S$25.7 million for the period 01 April to           

30 June 2018 (2Q18), an increase of 10.0% from S$23.3 million a            
year ago. Stronger performance was boosted by the first         
full-quarter contribution of Rock Square.  

● For the period 1 January to 30 June 2018 (1H18), distributable           
income was S$52.4 million, an increase of 9.8% compared to the           
same period last year. 

● Distribution per unit (DPU) was 2.64 cents on an enlarged unit           
base, representing an increase of 0.8% from 2.62 cents in 2Q           
2017. 

● Rental reversions at core multi-tenanted malls averaged a healthy         
10.5%. Portfolio occupancy as at 30 June 2018 resilient at 97.4%. 

● As of 2Q18, CRCT’s gearing was 32.1%, well below the regulatory           
limit of 45%. 

 
Industry Outlook 

Retail mall oversupply risk overstated 
According to Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL), the total number of malls in            
China’s top 30 cities will grow from 998 currently to 1,445 in 2019 at a               
compound annual growth rate of 13%. For Tier-2 cities, the stock of            
shopping malls will be up by 58% on average by end-FY19. It is             
expected that the increasing stock of mall properties, coupled with the           
increasing number of mega-mall openings over the next three years          
will lead to a tougher operating environment for the retail market. 
 
However, the trend appears overestimated. In the past three years,          
mall developers such as CR Land and Joy City have trimmed their            
expansion plans. CR Land opened a total of only 17 malls over the past              
four years, as compared to its original plan of 37, while Joy City has              
shifted its strategy to acquiring existing malls instead of building new           
malls. Due to difficulties faced by developers with regard to leasing,           
construction and financing issues, JLL estimates that 30% and 41% of           
retail property development projects will be delayed or cancelled in          
Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities respectively in the coming year. Thus,            
competition in the mall business is likely to be contained at least in the              
near-medium term. 
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Source: CRCT 2Q18 Presentation 
Figure 4. Steady CAGR of both eCommerce and 
offline retail sales in China 

 
Source: PwC 
 
Figure 5. Positive long-term GDP growth trend 
for Chinese economy 

 
Source: OECD 
 
Figure 19. Revenue by city 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Presentation 
 
Figure 6. Increasing proportion of high and 
middle income households across Chinese cities 

 
Source: McKinsey 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Stronger-than-expected retail demand growth 
As China becomes increasingly affluent, retail sales is expected to          
continue to grow steadily. Analysis by PwC predicts total retail sales           
growth of 9% CAGR from 2017 to 2021, with offline retail sales            
growth achieving CAGR of 6% even in the face of booming eCommerce            
retail, thus underscoring the underlying strength of offline shopping. 
 
Despite a gradual slowdown from double-digit growth rates enjoyed         
throughout the late 1990s and 2000s, China continues to experience          
steady economic growth of >5.0% p.a in spite of uncertainties in the            
global economy. OECD projects GDP growth to continue in its current           
trend, only falling below 5.0% in 2021, below 4.0% in 2026, and below             
3.0% in 2041.  
 
China’s shift to a consumption-based economy has also borne fruit.          
1H18 data showed an 8.8% increase y-o-y in national consumer          
expenditure per capita as consumption from urban households gained         
6.8% while rural areas registered 12.2% growth. Total retail sales of           
consumer goods surpassed 18 trillion yuan, up 9.4% y-o-y. Looking          
forward, the proportion of high and middle income earners is set to            
explode to a significant proportion of the Chinese population across all           
cities, with discretionary spending expected to grow at 13.4% CAGR          
from 2010 to 2020.  
 
Zooming in on Beijing as a proxy for China, given the high contribution             
of malls located in Beijing to CRCT’s NPI, GDP grew at a steady pace of               
6.8% year-on-year. For the same period, expenditure per capita grew          
7.0% year-on-year, supported by an increase in urban disposable         
income of 8.8%. Retail sales grew 4.4% year-on-year. Moreover, the          
retail property pipeline in Beijing is set to shrink from 2019 to 2022,             
placing upward pressure on rents, acting as a strategic tailwind for           
CRCT going forward. Despite increasing popularity of e-commerce        
retailing, we believe that online retailers will seek greater cooperation          
with physical distributors and developers to integrate brick and         
mortar channels into their business model to enhance the overall          
shopping experience; thereby fuelling demand for physical retail space         
in the future. 
 
Furthermore, rural-urban migration trends show few signs of abating.         
Estimates predict that approximately 205 million Chinese will have         
moved from rural to urban areas from 2010 to 2020, with a further             
124 million projected to make the move from 2020 to 2030.           
Furthermore, despite recent funding cuts for its shanty town         
redevelopment scheme in the nation’s Tier 3 and Tier 4 cities, the            
project continues to encourage steady migration into China’s smaller         
cities. As Tier 3 cities expand and Tier 4 cities emerge, growth in             
urban populations will continue to drive retail market growth in the           
long term. 
 
Key emerging trends to support leasing demand 
Within the Chinese retail market, we have identified a few critical           
trends that have arisen in support of growth in leasing demand: 
 

1. Changes in consumer behaviour have made online retail        
less of a threat 
In a report conducted by the Economist, it was found that           
Chinese shoppers are increasingly looking for the “complete        
experience” offered by physical retail that cannot be replaced         
by eCommerce. A shift in consumer focus towards        
convenience, product quality, authenticity and individualism      
when making retail purchases has been seen, which has         
caused a swing of retail demand back in favor of physical           
stores. Brick-and-mortar retailers enable customers to feel       
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Figure 7. 13.4% CAGR growth in annual 
household discretionary spending 

 
Source: McKinsey 
 
 
Figure 8 . Increasing number of strategic 
partnerships between physical retailers and 
e-commerce retailers in line with rising O2O 
trend 

 
Source: Ministry of the Commerce of the PRC 
 
 
Figure 9. Porter’s 5 Forces 
 

 
Source: NUS Investment Society estimates 
 
 
 
 

and try products, providing an experience that remains        
unmatched by online retail. This safeguards demand for        
traditional consumer retail in shopping malls against the        
threat of e-commerce, and also indicates that mall developers         
which are able to successfully execute mall enhancement        
initiatives that create optimized, unique and immersive       
shopping experiences will have the advantage in capturing        
the shopper of tomorrow.  
 

2. New store openings to continue 
China’s retail sales are projected to grow at 10% CAGR in the            
medium term, placing it among the fastest-growing consumer        
markets worldwide. Along with further urbanisation and       
significant wage increases, we believe that a significant        
number of retailers will continue to tap on the growth of the            
Chinese market through sales network expansion, driving       
demand for retail space. Developers that are able to meet this           
growing demand stand to benefit from exponential gains as         
tenant-landlord relationships are built and sustained.      
Developers are able to profit via the expansion of tenant store           
networks through the developer’s retail property network. 
 

3. Online-to-Offline (O2O) supports offline retail revenue   
Though e-commerce has seen high global penetration rates,        
some consumers remain divided between online and offline        
retail. More e-commerce retailers recognize the importance of        
catering to consumers who prefer brick-and-mortar retail,       
which has led to online-to-offline (O2O) retailing gaining        
increasing importance in the Chinese market 
 
The rise of this new business model in e-commerce is set to            
support mall traffic and offline retail sales, such as when          
consumers choose to collect their online purchases in stores.         
In addition, both online and offline retailers are leveraging on          
social media (e.g. WeChat) to offer e-vouchers that provide         
incentives for in-store shopping.  

 
Porter’s Five Forces 

Putting all the above points into a Porter’s Five Forces diagram, we            
observe that the expected competition within the industry will be          
moderately high since more retail malls are opening, though not all           
development plans will be realized. Due to the high barriers to entry            
for this market, it is unlikely that there will be new entrants to the              
market in the near future. We also see a trend in consumers moving             
from online to offline sales amidst a backdrop of steady growth in            
e-commerce demand, leading to a moderate threat of new substitutes.  
 
Competition within industry - High 
The number of shopping malls in China’s cities continues to grow,           
bringing high-density markets to saturation, especially in Tier 1 cities.          
Meanwhile, online shopping is a growing trend which provides greater          
convenience for consumers. 
 
Threat of new entrants - Low 
Rapid urbanization in China has contributed to the increasing number          
of shopping malls. However, the high investment cost in terms of time            
and money poses a significant barrier to entry to new entrants. 
  
Threat of substitutes - Moderate 
Due to the tightening of capital controls in China that is affecting            
money outflows, as well as the weakness of the RMB to other global             
currencies, consumers are less likely to import consumer goods that          
replace domestic retail spending. However, the threat of online retail          
remains strong as consumers have found ways to circumvent         
government controls.  
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Figure 10 . CRCT’s mall locations are 
well-positioned in Chinese cities to capitalize on 
strong economic fundamentals 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Presentation 
 
Figure 11. NPI contribution from new malls 
CapitaMall Xinnan and CapitaMall Grand 
Canyon 

 
Source: CRCT Annual Report, NUS Investment Society 
Estimates 
 
Figure 12. Newly-acquired Rock Square in 
Guangzhou 

 
Source: CapitaLand 
 
 
 
 

 
Bargaining power of buyers - Moderate 
Rising incomes have made Chinese consumers, especially those living         
in the urban area, wealthier. This growth in affluence has empowered           
consumers, opening up a greater number of both online and offline           
retail options to consumers. With the abundance of choice, consumers          
are enable to exert some influence on retailers, with property          
developers facing secondary pressure from retailers to enhance retail         
space offerings. 
 
Bargaining power of suppliers - High  
For the commercial property market, supply is dictated by         
government control over the release of land plots. Thus, the          
availability of land for development is largely out of the control of            
property developers. 
 
Investment Thesis 

1. Strategically positioned malls to capitalize on strength of         
Chinese retail market 
CRCT has built a portfolio of malls strategically positioned in China’s           
most-promising domestic markets to capitalize on strong growth in         
income and spending. Malls located in Tier 1 cities such as CapitaMall            
Xizhimen (Tier 1: Beijing), as well as malls located in Tier 2 and Tier 3               
cities such as CapitaMall Xinnan (Tier 2: Chengdu) and CapitaMall Erqi           
(Tier 3: Zhengzhou), are well-established in prime locations in         
expectation of these growth trends.  
 
In addition, CRCT’s expanding presence in Tier 3 cities and its strong            
position to expand into newly-emerging Tier 4 cities in the future will            
enable CRCT to capitalize on steady rural-urban migration rates into          
the long-term. We believe that with its diversified portfolio, CRCT is           
well-poised to ride on the sustained strength and future potential of           
the Chinese retail market. 
 
2. Comprehensive portfolio management through acquisitions      
and divestments 
CRCT adopts a robust portfolio management strategy that provides         
comprehensive and effective coverage of China’s key regions through         
a combination of aggressive acquisitions of new properties and         
strategic divestment of non-core malls.  
 
Acquisitions of new land plots and the subsequent development of          
new malls on land parcels, as well as the direct acquisition of existing             
malls have contributed significantly to CRCT’s revenue. CapitaMall        
Xinnan, launched in 2016, and CapitaMall Grand Canyon, launched in          
2014, have become key drivers of CRCT’s revenue since their initial           
launches, accounting for 12% and 13% of total revenue in FY17. Rock            
Square, which was acquired in 2017 as part of a joint venture, shows             
significant promise in its projected contribution to CRCT’s net income          
going forward. 
 
In addition, CRCT has not shied away from undertaking strategic          
divestments of its under-performing malls to boost overall        
profitability through an efficient capital recycling program. In 2017,         
CRCT completed a full divestment of CapitaMall Anzhen following an          
inability to resolve issues pertaining to tenant mix adjustments.         
Similarly, CapitaMall Wuhu has been put under a transition to partial           
closure as the mall continue to underperform despite efforts to          
improve tenant mix. The underperformance of its malls under         
stabilization have been attributed to transport construction activities        
taking place in the vicinity of the malls which have impacted footfall. 
 
The viability of CRCT’s bold portfolio management strategy is         
supported by its fortress balance sheet that highlights potential for          
strong future growth. As of 2Q18, CRCT maintains healthy debt levels           
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Figure 13. CRCT Rental Reversion (%) by Mall  

 
 
 
 

 
Source: CRCT Annual Report 
 
 
Figure 14. Asset enhancement initiatives for 
CapitaMall Xinnan 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Presentation 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Extended DuPont Equation 

 Ratio 2018E 
1 Tax Burden 50.0% 
2 Interest 

Burden 
120.8% 

3 Operating 
Margin 

66.7% 

4 Total Asset 
Turnover 

0.08x 

5 Equity 
Multiplier 

1.9x 

Source: CRCT FY17 Annual Report, NUS Investment 
Society Estimates 

with gearing of 32.1% that is well below the regulatory limit of 45%.             
Its healthy debt position goes hand-in-hand with its ability to          
negotiate fixed interest loans, thus limiting the impact of rising          
interest rates as central banks embark on a course of tighter monetary            
policy. In addition, CRCT also enjoys strong cash flows stemming from           
a highly cash-generative business model, allowing it to have a high           
degree of liquidity to meet its interest payments. Overall, we believe           
that CRCT’s sound management of its mall portfolio will provide          
long-term sustainability to the profitability of its business. 
 
3. Commitment to asset enhancement initiatives to serve as key          
driver of positive rental reversions 
CRCT continues to show commitment to enhancing the quality of its           
retail malls in the competitive retail property market. Across its          
portfolio, CRCT has engaged in numerous asset enhancement        
initiatives, such as interior facelifts, re-designs, and introducing        
experiential retail and entertainment concepts, to better meet        
customer needs. In 2Q18, CRCT completed its asset enhancement         
initiative for CapitaMall Wangjing after repurposing 4,700 sqm of         
retail space into higher-yielding specialty stores and lifestyle offerings.  
 
To optimise Rock Square’s layout, CRCT has created over 500 square           
metres of retail space by converting unutilised space and adding retail           
kiosks. Additionally, CRCT also focuses on improving leasing synergy         
through initiatives supporting the introduction of popular brands        
from other CRCT malls into its new malls. At its newly acquired Rock             
Square mall, tenants such as xiaomi and popular beverage store          
Nayuki Tea are creating and increasing the value proposition of mall           
shopping to customers. 
 
Such asset enhancement initiatives increase the attractiveness of its         
retail properties to tenants, providing existing tenants with greater         
incentives to renew lease contracts and attracting new potential         
tenants to lease from CRCT, thereby creating higher demand and          
rental revenue. Strong rental reversion trends are a testament to the           
effectiveness of CRCT’s initiatives. In 2017, 6 of its 7 malls that had             
new leases and renewals reporting positive growth over preceding         
rental agreements. Newly acquired Rock Square has also posted rental          
reversions above 20% resulting in an overall 5.6% rental reversion          
across CRCT’s portfolio. Given the increasing structural attractiveness        
of CRCT’s mall portfolio, we believe that CRCT can command higher           
rents moving forward, especially through rental escalation clauses        
built into its tenant agreements. 
 
Catalysts 

● Following in strong historical growth trends, a sustained        
uptick in retail demand and expenditure in China will lead to           
growth in demand for retail space across China. In turn,          
higher growth in occupancy rates and rental revenue in         
CRCT’s malls can be expected.  

● Signs of potential resolution to U.S.-China Trade War as         
Trump and Xi meet for exploratory talks. An agreement is          
likely to cause a surge in consumer confidence and optimism,          
bolstering retail spending. 

● Strong 4Q18 performance may boost investor confidence of        
CRCT’s ability to rise above largely negative macro trends. 

 
Financial Analysis  
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Overview: 
The chart above reveals CRCT’s financial condition prospects for the          
next 5 years, highlighting our assumptions. Most indicators yield         
positive trends and are supportive of the overall BUY         
recommendation.  
 
 
 
Increasing Leverage 
CRCT has recently acquired RockSquare and financed the deal through          
a mixture of debt and equity financing. This explains rising financial           
leverage ratios, with its debt-equity ratio rising 16.2%, and its          
debt-assets ratio rising 6.3%. However, with RockSquare showing        
impressive rental reversion trends and expected to contribute        
positively to the bottom line, we believe that CRCT made the right            
acquisition.  
 
Strong Flexibility in Financing Future Ventures  
Despite the recent acquisition, CRCT’s gearing ratio stands at 35.9%,          
well below the regulatory hurdle of 45%. Thus, we believe that CRCT            
still has the ability to pursue high quality acquisition and          
redevelopment opportunities to further enhance its portfolio.  
  
Rising net margins and higher asset Turnover 
With higher occupancy rates and positive rental reversions at its core           
malls increasing gross revenue, along with relatively static costs         
stemming from property maintenance and management fees, we        
expect margin expansion to occur as CRCT becomes more profitable.          
Moreover, as each mall is able to generate more revenue, asset           
turnover will also improve going forward.  
 
Valuations  
Valuation Price Target: $1.85 
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Figure 17. Cost of Equity Buildup 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Damodaran, NUS Investment 
Society Estimates 
 

 
Source: NUS Investment Society Estimates 
 
Figure 18. Sensitivity Tables 
 

 
 
Source: NUS Investment Society Estimates 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Promotional activities  

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Presentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DDM Model 
A dividend discount model was used to estimate the intrinsic value of            
CRCT’s share price based on discounting of projected future dividend          
payments using average historical payout ratio 99.9%. The primary         
model is driven by a 5-year forecast of CRCT’s revenue, given the            
unpredictability of acquisitions and divestments of property.       
segmented into each of its respective malls across cities in China.           
Revenue was calculated through forecasted growth rates of occupancy         
rate, rental per sq metre, and other income, with gross rentable area            
held constant. Assumptions were made with regard to CRCT’s overall          
mall portfolio, with no new acquisitions and divestments factored in          
for the period forecasted. In terms of cost, property operating          
expenses and taxes form the bulk of CRCT’s cost, and thus serve as             
crucial parameters for the valuation.  
 
The DDM is most sensitive to the following factors, derivation of which            
are explained below.  
 
Revenue Growth 
Revenue growth for CRCT is based on 2 primary drivers: higher rental            
reversions and stronger occupancy rates.  
 
We expect CRCT to benefit from positive economic trends going          
forward. China achieved a steady GDP growth of 6.5% in 3Q 2018,            
with strong retail sales growth of 9.3% in 9M 2018. Moreover, rising            
urban disposable income and expenditure per capita growth of 7.9%          
and 6.5% respectively was achieved in 9M 2018. With these economic           
trends expected to continue, we believe that CRCT will experience          
drive higher foot traffic in its malls in the future, especially in the Tier              
1 and 2 cities which CRCT has a strong foothold in.  
 
Moreover, CRCT has shown a strong commitment to continually         
upgrade its malls to remain attractive to consumers through various          
asset enhancement initiatives. CRCT has also demonstrated its ability         
to engage consumers through novel activities such as building sand          
castles, horse riding and fishing for children.  
 
With first class infrastructure and high foot traffic, we expect this to            
translate into growing occupancy rates and positive rental reversion         
trends in the future as tenants will be attracted to set up shop in              
CRCT’s malls. Our projections thus include a 0.2% y-o-y growth in           
occupancy for malls that we believe have strong growth potential. As           
for malls that are undergoing stabilization such as CapitaMall         
Minzhongleyuan, we adopted conservative estimates by projecting       
constant occupancy rates. Growth in rental per square metre was          
calculated by taking historical compound annual growth rates with a          
fixed rate of decay for each additional year projected.  
 
Cost of equity  
Beta was taken from Reuters. CAPM was used to estimate Cost of            
Equity, with equity market risk premium of 6.04% used and a risk free             
rate of 2.51% used which is in line with current yields on 10 year              
Singapore government bonds. 
 
Terminal Growth 
However, we recognize the threat of online retailing potentially         
hurting traditional brick and mortar retail in the future as the younger            
generation increasingly adopts and transitions to online retailing. We         
also expect a slowdown in revenue as mall operators engage in fierce            
competition to capture the remaining consumers who still engage in          
offline shopping. 
 
Moreover, projections indicate that China’s future economic growth,        
while still positive, will be less strong than it is now. This will             
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Figure 21. Investment Risk Matrix 

 
 
Source: NUS Investment Society Estimates 
 
 
Figure X. CRCT’s Debt Maturity Schedule 

 
Source: CRCT FY17 Annual Report 

definitely dampen CRCT’s own revenue growth in the future,         
especially as it predominantly derives its revenues from Tier 1 and 2            
cities which are likely to mature.  
 
Thus, in our DDM model, a conservative terminal growth rate of 1.5%            
was used to reflect these considerations.  
 
Relative Valuation 
Using +1 FY P/B, P/E, P/DIV, P/S, P/EBITDA, we conclude that CRCT is             
not over-priced by most metrics.  
 
At its current share price of $1.38, CRCT falls within the lower quartile             
of the football field. Moreover, the DDM valuation of $1.85 falls within            
the middle quartiles of the football field. 
  
The intrinsic value of $1.85 represents an 34.05% upside. We remain           
confident that this valuation reaffirm our BUY recommendation.  
 
Investment Risks  
  
● Trade war: . The risk of a trade war is still high due to President               

Trump’s focus on making narrowing the trade deficit one of his           
administration's top priorities. . The devastating consequences of        
a full blown trade war would definitely dampen economic growth          
and consumer spending, and we recognize that CRCT is         
particularly vulnerable as it relies heavily on healthy consumer         
spending and strong partnerships with US brands to drive foot          
traffic. 

● Uncertainty hurting brand offerings: Moreover, the climate of         
fear and uncertainty created by the looming trade war might          
discourage US brands from pursuing growth in China, thus         
reducing the possibility of further collaboration with CRCT in the          
future and decreasing the brand offerings at CRCT’s malls, which          
will negatively its attractiveness to consumers. 

● FX movements: Depreciation of RMB will negatively affect CRCT         
as it reports in SGD. With the Yuan experiencing one of its most             
severe declines in years, and expectations that it will continue to           
slide due to capital flight and continued loosening of monetary          
policy by authorities to bolster the economy in the face of an            
escalating trade war, CRCT will likely be negatively affected going          
forward due to adverse FX effects.  

● Online shopping may pose a threat to CRCT as it relies           
predominantly on the willingness of chinese consumers to visit         
their malls. While CRCT has been focussed on differentiating the          
shopping experience, the threat of losing consumers to the online          
space is still present.  

● Rising interest rates will increase interest expense for CRCT and          
make refinancing existing debt more costly in the future.         
Moreover, if CRCT is unable to raise dividends fast enough, the           
tightening of the yield spreads between its shares and those of           
less risky bonds might narrow to the point where it triggers a            
downward revision of share prices.  

 

 

Disclaimer 

This research material has been prepared by NUS Invest. NUS Invest specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or in                      
part without the written permission of NUS Invest. The research officer(s) primarily responsible for the content of this research material, in                     
whole or in part, certifies that their views are accurately expressed and they will not receive direct or indirect compensation in exchange for                       
expressing specific recommendations or views in this research material. Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the                    
information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee its accuracy or                     
completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. Any opinion or estimate contained in this                     
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report is subject to change without notice. We have not given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the                       
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty                   
whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or                        
any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. You may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the                        
suitability of the securities mentioned herein, taking into consideration your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs,                 
before making a commitment to invest in the securities. This report is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an                      
advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. No                        
representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the                   
information contained herein. The research material should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own                     
judgement. Any opinions expressed in this research material are subject to change without notice. 
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Appendix:  

Pro Forma Financial Statements 
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Joint Venture 

 

NWC 

 

Fixed Assets: 
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Debt 

 

Unitholders Funds & Distributions to Unitholders 
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Dividend Discount Model 
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Relative Valuation & Football Field 
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Ratios: 

 

Extended Du Pont Analysis: 
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